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Introduction: Thanks to all for coming to a presentation at a water efficiency conference that is not specifically about water efficiency.  I truly believe that all aspects of water management need to be planned and delivered in an integrated way if they are to be effective and successful – and that includes considering water efficiency in the context of all the other water issues that we have to deal with.  So I have 15 minutes to share with you a vision for integrated water planning that myself and Aaron Burton from Waterwise are actively pursuing.



Why???

CIRIA 2013
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We all know about the factors putting pressure on our water environment, and the water services we rely on.  The way water moves through our natural and urban catchments is becoming increasingly complex and vulnerable to external impacts like climate change.  However, the way we use water is one aspect that we can have more control over.  By using water more wisely and smarter, water efficiency can directly impact on how we manage existing and future resources,  achieve water framework directive objectives, make better use of stormwater and drainage capacity, and help people re-connect with water and the environment, whilst improving affordability, livability and well-being.   Getting people to use water wisely, investing in the actions required to enable water efficiency, and integrating good quality consumption data into wider scale water planning needs to be done in a silo free planning system.



Current water sector planning

Competition
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Climate 
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But that’s not what we have.  We have a fragmented regulatory planning system, with legislation that has evolved in response to isolated water problems: the water crisis in the 1990s, the WQ led WFD, the catastrophic floods over the last decade.This diagram is from Ofwat’s latest strategy for the 2019 price review.  It shows how our water planning system and responsibilities are carved up across hydrological, engineering, and political lines.Superimposed on this fragmented planning system are modern drivers:Competition = new retail (metering/ billing) services for non-hh and hh + upstream (third party water supply and wastewater treatment)Population growth – key driver in SE England and other parts of UKClimate change – increasing extremes of drought and floodingResilience – new duty on Ofwat – recommended long term wastewater planning, wider issues such as cyber-security



Our Research

• Literature review
• Journals and grey literature

• Keyword analysis
• Google Ngram viewer (references in google books 1980 to 2008)
• Google search analytics (2004 to present)

• International Case Studies

• Interviewed 5 water company planners
• Semi-structure interviews 20-60min
• Transcripts coded and analysed
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Our aim is to find a route through this fragmented system to develop a practical way of integrating the different aspects of water management.This paper is the first stage of our research and it has included:analysing the terminology used to refer to integrated planning, trends in thinking, examples of UK and international integration ideas and approaches, andinterviewing UK practitioners to get their views on what they think integrated water planning is, how well integrated they think planning is, and what the barriers are to further integration.



Google Ngram analysis
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We used Google Ngram Viewer (an online search engine that charts frequencies of search strings found in sources printed between 1500 and 2008).  We set our start date at 1980 and searched for patterns on integrated AND water and concept specific terms.What we found is that since the 80s there has been an overall increase in the interest levels in this subject area.  There was a peak in publications referring to   integrated Resource Planning during the 1990s, but more recently the phrase Integrated Water Management has become dominant, and an increase in concept specific terms such as Water Sensitive Urban Design.



• Integrated Regional Water 
Resources Management

• Regenerative Infrastructure
• Integrated Water Resources 

Management
• Total Water Cycle 

Management
• One Water
• Blue Green cities
• Water Sensitive Urban Design
• Blue Cities

• Fourth generation of water 
infrastructure

• Integrated resource planning
• Integrated water cycle 

management

Approaches reviewed
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Through our literature search we identified a whole host of different ‘integrated’ approaches.  We were interested to see how they differ in terms of spatial scale, technical components considered,  and level of aspiration.  Our paper examines each of these but I’m outlining those listed in blue:



Approaches – Integrated Regional Water 
Management
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Four years of drought has revealed the weaknesses in California’s water resources and supply system that is fragmented physically, socially, institutionally, and politically. A legacy of senior water rights (historical ‘first come first served’) makes managing water resources very difficult but California voters have approved Bond acts that have provided $1.5 billion to support and advance Integrated Regional Water Management. What does this look like?The State uses this taxpayer sourced fund to support local scale, collaborative projects, typically multi-stakeholder ‘bottom-up’ collectives.  Some of these include action to drive water efficiency in response to acute local needs but there is a risk that projects are delivered in isolation rather than being developed in a fully coherent and joined up way.



Approaches – One Water
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One Water is more of a Australian – US joint effort to conceptualise what integrated planning should be.  It recognises the inertia of dominant siloed institutions and is using case studies to investigate the causes of silos and realistic strategies to remove fragmentation.



Approaches – Water Sensitive Cities
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The concept of Water Sensitive Cities is really the outcome of Water Sensitive Urban Design, again arising out of Australia but being incorporated by planners in the UK amongst other places.  It was initially borne out of Western Australia in the 1990s and early applications focused on stormwater management.  Even now in the UK it is often specifically linked to things like SUDs.   However, the Water Sensitive Cities concept is much more than that.  It recognises that in successful cities / resilient communities water and water infrastructure is valued and managed as a multifunctional resource, it is managed adaptively, and most significantly that urban design is a key feature of reinforcing water sensitive ‘behaviours’.  It is this final element that ‘water efficiency’ managers or champions, or aspirationalists are advised to embrace.  Water efficiency as an enabled behaviour really should be included as an objective in urban development design. 



Approaches – Fourth generation water 
infrastructure
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Fourth Generation is another Australian borne concept.  The term is specifically used to push the notion that modern water management needs to be different – it needs to include alternative management methods including decentralising water supply sources, drainage, and wastewater treatment.  This approach demands and is intended to enable more advanced water efficiency as the focus is on making better use of water at household and community scales rather than the places where people live and use water being somehow disconnected from either source water or wastewater.



Approaches – Integrated water cycle 
management
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The last idea I want to share is the Australian, specifically Melbourne - Integrated Water cycle Management concept.  This approach is designed to demonstrate how planning based on multiple community objectives (rather than individual regulated objectives) leads to different solutions – typically more decentralised  - which means making better use of rainwater harvesting and community orientated water efficiency.  



Interview Results

• Definition
• Holistic asset planning, water cycle and catchment management
• Synergy solutions needed for wider pressures

• Existing work
• Integrating teams under wholesale/ retail split
• Catchment management and water cycle approaches

• Barriers
• Fragmented nature of planning and upstream competition
• Different expertise
• More research needed to move beyond voluntary approach

• Benefits
• Optimised planning delivering multiple benefits
• Identify and demonstrate trade-offs

• Awareness of wider concepts
• Some awareness of Californian examples - suggested this lies with R&D/ innovation teams

• Who should take the lead
• Government – overarching and at least facilitation. Bottom up approaches in California
• Water companies – own challenges compared with the regulator-response model that drives siloe

based approaches
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We interviewed water resource planners from 5 water companies. Shared definitions emerged: integrated planning needs to link up different functions, the water cycle needs to be managed in its entirety, and catchment management is a key component – and water companies are doing existing work to be more integrated: including restructuring teams and running ‘integrated’ projects.  All those interviewed agreed that integrated planning would be beneficial but there is still a sense that integrated planning means making better links between the various individual planning.  That is the heart of the problem – the major barrier to integrated planning is the fragmented nature of the regulatory framework – urging more resilience and cost-effectiveness and innovation – whilst at the same time forcing all those involved in managing water to produce separate plans.  The move to retail and upstream competition is seen as leading to further fragmentation.  The difficulty that this split could have on demand analysis – and customer engagement on water efficiency has been raised many times in many different forums.Awareness of UK and international research programmes varied across the interviewees and there is some perception that IWP is conceptual and academic. It is obvious that a step change is needed if IWP is to progress and become more mainstream in UK water management.  That requires leadership – but from the interviews it is clear that there are very different opinions – some favouring the Californian approach – where local bottom up planning will work best – and others emphatically stating that such change needs to be led by the Government.



Why Integrate?
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The barriers to integrated planning are considerable – so is it too hard to change – and is it worth the effort?We already have all of the skills to provide an integrated service but more work is needed to demonstrate how it can be a practical improved route to investment planning, identifying shared objectives as well as ‘trade-offs’ within the systems – to deliver multiple benefits.  And that includes incorporating smart use of water across all aspects.



One Plan Approach
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We’re a long way from a Government led change programme – and we believe that more evidence on the benefits and practical integrated planning methods are needed.  This is why Amec Foster Wheeler with Waterwise have developed the One Plan Approach which we are now trialling.



Conclusions

• Short term “tweaking” of the system and integration in pilot 
catchments

• Variation in definition and terminology of integrated water planning –
seen as academic and conceptual by practitioners

• Beyond 2020 evidence needed to support Government regulation/ 
facilitation of integrated planning towards “One Plan”

• Future research can expand on this paper using questionnaire and 
applying international concepts to pilot catchments in the UK
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In the short term we may see benefits from tweaking the existing system and undertaking more integrated planning in catchments that are most vulnerable to climate change and population growth. The interviews suggest that the concepts are often too academic and conceptual and the multiple terminologies applied may add to confusion around how to effectively move from aspiration to implementation. Beyond the current UK price review period (up to 2020) we should utilise evidence from pilot studies to support Government in developing a more integrated planning approach. Following this paper we intend to undertake more research including a wider questionnaire to understand views on integrated water planning and looking to apply some of the approaches in the literature to key catchments in the UK.



Thanks, any questions?
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